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I am actively looking

for new music. If you

are a band or a label or 

a publicist and you'd 

like me to check out 

what you're doing, 

review your music or 

interview you, contact 

me HERE. I am

currently submitting 

reviews and interviews 

to Rough Edge, Pivotal 

Alliance and Live 4 

metal.

What's coming up?

The Hounds of 

Hasselvander-s/t

After 

Death-Retronomicon

Black Rain-Innocent 

Rosie

Lesser of two evils

Phantom Witch-s/t 

(EP)

Saints of the 

underground-Love the 

sin, hate the s...

Dark Suns-Grave, 

SATURDAY,  APRIL 26,  2008

Violent Force-Malevolent assault of tomorrow

Metal Mind

1987/2008

Germany's Violent Force had a very short career as they formed in

1984, but were gone by 1989. They did a few demos then this album 

in 1987 and recorded another album, but it was never released. 

Having come from Germany at the peak of the thrash movement 

one might expect them to have the typical German speed metal 

sound that was largely defined by the big three of Kreator, Sodom 

and Destruction. However these guys obviously drew more 

influences from both UK and American bands. In order of influence 

I would say Slayer, Motorhead, Dark Angel and even hardcore bands

like the Exploited inspired this particular thrash act. The music is 
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Human, Genuine

The return

Thieves and Liars 

interview

Blabbermouth- Metal 

news updated daily.

BNR Metal Pages- 

Index of classic metal, 

speed, thrash, doom, 

black and death metal 

bands.

Brave Words and 

bloody knuckles- Metal 

news and other.

Encyclopaedia 

Metallum-Listing of 

lots and lots of metal 

bands.

Heavy Harmonies- 

Index of commercial 

hard rock,glam and 

AOR bands.

Heavy Metal.Info- 

Fairly new site all about 

metal.

Live4metal- UK based 

site with album 

reviews, live reviews 

and interviews.

KNAC- Metal news, 

interviews and reviews.

Metal-rules: Long 

running site with news 

and reviews.

Metal Sludge-News, 

rumors and crazy 

interviews. Mainly hair 

metal bands.

Pitriff-Lots of reviews, 

interviews and more.

Pivotal Alliance-This 

relentless focusing more pure adrenaline and a fair amount of fire. 

The production is slightly low and fuzzy which actually works to 

their advantage because it gives the music a heavier feel. The biggest

shortcoming might be that this wasn't anything new by 1987 

standards because it actually sounds more like it could have been 

done around 1984-85. These guys have somewhat of a following 

even today and although it's good, solid thrash they did not nothing 

that hadn't already been done in the overall thrash scene even if they

were slightly different than the thrash scene in their home country. I

never heard this one back in the day although I do remember 

reading some good reviews on it. Once again Metal Mind does a fine 

job as the album sounds great and the booklet has lyrics and a band 

biography.

http://www.myspace.com/violentforce

Labels: 1987, 2008, re-issue, thrash, Violent Force
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site has reviews, 

interviews and other 

features.

Rough Edge-Lots of 

reviews and more. I 

write for them so check 

it out.

Sleaze 

Roxx-Reviews,bios and 

more on hair metal 

bands.
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